We introduce an ordered version of Ramsey numbers for hypergraphs using linearly ordered vertex sets. In this model, we obtain bounds on the ordered Ramsey numbers of the k-uniform hypergraph whose edge set consists of the sets of k consecutive vertices in the linear order on the vertex set. The upper and lower bounds are towers of the same height. We apply these bounds to study the minimum number of interval graphs whose union is the line graph of the n-vertex complete graph, proving the conjecture of Heldt, Knauer, and Ueckerdt that this number grows with n. In fact, the growth rate is between Ω( log log n log log log n ) and O(log log n).
Introduction
We introduce a notion of ordered Ramsey numbers. In our model, an ordered hypergraph is a hypergraph together with a linear ordering of its vertex set. An ordered hypergraph H occurs as a subhypergraph of an ordered hypergraph H if there is an order-preserving injection from V (H) to V (H ) that preserves edges. We then say that H contains a copy of H. Two ordered hypergraphs are isomorphic if each is a subhypergraph of the other.
Ramsey's Theorem concerns edge-colorings of ordinary (unordered) hypergraphs. Let K k r denote the complete k-uniform hypergraph with r vertices. For t, k, r ∈ N, Ramsey's Theorem [9] implies that when n is sufficiently large, every t-coloring of E(K k n ) contains a monochromatic copy of K k r . Because all complete ordered hypergraphs with the same number of vertices are isomorphic, the same statement holds in the ordered sense. Since all ordered hypergraphs are contained in complete ordered hypergraphs, the concept of ordered Ramsey number extends to arbitrary k-uniform hypergraphs, just as in the unordered setting.
H 1 = · · · = H t = H, we abbreviate the notation to OR t (H); this is the diagonal case. A coloring of the edges of the ordered hypergraph K k n is H-avoiding if no H is monochromatic. The k-uniform ordered path P k r is the ordered hypergraph with r vertices in which the edges are the intervals of k consecutive vertices in the vertex ordering.
Note that OR t (K k p ) is the classical t-color (unordered) Ramsey number for K k p . In Section 2, we obtain bounds on the diagonal ordered Ramsey numbers for k-uniform ordered paths. Throughout this paper, we use lg for log 2 . For r > k, we prove
where f and g are towers of height k − 2 with 2 as each level, except that f has t − O(lg t) at the top and g has t lg(r − k + 1) at the top. In Section 3, we apply these results to prove a conjecture of Heldt, Knauer, and Ueckerdt [6] about geometric representations of graphs. A t-interval representation of a graph G assigns each vertex the union of at most t intervals on the real line so that vertices are adjacent if and only if their assigned sets intersect. The interval number i(G) is the least t such that G has a t-interval representation. When i(G) = 1, we say that G is an interval graph and that the assignment of intervals is an interval representation.
A t-track representation of G is an expression of G as the union of t interval graphs. The track number τ (G) (apparently introduced in [5] ) is the least t such that G has a t-track representation. Note that a t-track representation yields a t-interval representation by placing interval representations of the t tracks in disjoint segments of the real line; thus i(G) ≤ τ (G). (An upper bound on τ (G) is the caterpillar arboricity of G. See also [3, 4, 5, 7, 8] .)
When i(G) = 1, also τ (G) = 1, since such graphs are interval graphs. Equality does not hold in general; for example, i(K 5,3 ) = 2 < τ (K 5,3 ). Heldt, Knauer, and Ueckerdt [6] conjectured that the track number is not bounded above by any function of the interval number; in particular, that the track number is unbounded for line graphs. Always i(L(G)) ≤ 2, since each edge of G is incident to two vertices, and the edges incident to a single vertex of G can be given intervals containing a common point. Since track representations are hereditary over induced subgraphs, if the track number is unbounded for line graphs, it will be unbounded for line graphs of complete graphs. Proving this implies that the parameters can be arbitrarily far apart even when i(G) = 2.
To obtain bounds on the track number of L(K n ), we relate t-color ordered Ramsey numbers of certain 3-uniform ordered hypergraphs to t-track representations of L(K n ). When t is the track number of L(K n ), we prove
where P is obtained from P 3 6 by adding the two edges {1, 2, 5} and {2, 5, 6}. By inverting the relationship between t and n, we obtain
We believe that our notion of ordered Ramsey number is new. Choudum and Ponnusamy [1] defined a related concept. Let D 1 , . . . , D t be acyclic directed graphs. The directed Ramsey number DR(D 1 , . . . , D t ) is the least integer n such that every t-coloring of the edges of the transitive tournament on n vertices has a copy of D i in color i for some i. In the diagonal case, write DR t (D) when
A 2-uniform ordered hypergraph H yields a directed graph D(H) in a natural way, orienting each edge from the endpoint that is earlier in the ordering to the endpoint that is later. Avoiding that digraph D(H) in a edge-coloring of an n-vertex transitive tournament also avoids H in the corresponding edge-coloring of an n-vertex complete ordered hypergraph.
The value of OR t (H) may be much larger, because avoiding D(H) requires also avoiding other ordered hypergraphs H such that D(H ) = D(H). For example, Figure 1 shows a digraph and three nonisomorphic ordered hypergraphs that map to it. Results on directed Ramsey numbers apply to our model when the condition of the following elementary remark holds.
Choudum and Ponnusamy considered directed paths and orientations of stars. Every 2-uniform ordered hypergraph corresponding to such a digraph satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1.2, so their results also apply to these ordered Ramsey numbers. Their result on paths is relevant to our work.
(r i − 1). Since [1] does not present an explicit proof of this theorem, for completeness we give a short direct proof that OR t (P 
Ordered Ramsey Numbers of Hyperpaths
Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. For r > k ≥ 2, recall that P k r denotes the k-uniform order path with vertex set [r] . It has r − k + 1 edges, each consisting of k consecutive elements of [r]. We will be particularly interested in P k k+1 , which has only two edges.
Figure 2: Examples of the ordered path P k k+1 .
Note that P 2 r is the ordinary r-vertex path, with vertices indexed in order. When a tcoloring of E(K n ) avoids unordered monochromatic copies of P 3 , each color class must form a matching, so each color is used at most n/2 times. With K − n having n 2 edges, we obtain n ≤ t + 1, and the classical t-color Ramsey number of P 3 is t + 2. In constrast, the ordered Ramsey number of P 2 3 is much higher, given by the special case r 1 = · · · = r t = 3 of the following theorem.
. Let the vertices be the integer t-tuples (x 1 , . . . , x t ) with 1 ≤ x i ≤ r i − 1 for all i. Order the vertices lexicographically, so that x < y if x has a smaller value in the first coordinate where x and y differ. Furthermore, let the color c(xy) be the index of the first coordinate where x and y differ. If there is an ordered path in color i, then its vertices agree in the coordinates before i and are distinct in coordinate i. Since only r i − 1 values are available in coordinate i, the ordered path has at most r i − 1 vertices.
Upper bound: Fix a t-coloring c of E(K n+1 ). For a vertex x, let x i be the number of vertices in the longest ordered path in color i with highest vertex x; always x i ≥
t + 1 vertices, some two vertices y and z receive the same t-tuples. However, if yz has color i, with y before z in the ordering, then z i > y i .
In particular, OR t (P 2 r ) = (r − 1) t + 1. If we reorder the vertices of a 3-vertex path so that the edges are {1, 2} and {1, 3}, then the ordered Ramsey number becomes much smaller. Avoiding the target requires the n − 1 edges leaving vertex 1 in a coloring of the host copy of K n to have distinct colors, so n ≤ t + 1, and the ordered Ramsey number is at most t + 2. Thus ordered Ramsey numbers can change greatly when the order on the vertex set changes.
We next prove a lower bound on OR t (P k k+1 ) for k ≥ 3. First consider the classical t-color Ramsey number of P k k+1 as an unordered hypergraph. When n = k +t and we color the edges of the complete k-uniform hypergraph K Hence the t-color Ramsey number is at most k + t. The corresponding ordered Ramsey number is much larger.
Proof. Let n = OR ( t t/2 ) (P k r ) − 1, and let c be a P 
From Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1, we have OR
t (P 3 4 ) ≥ 2 ( t t/2 ) + 1 ≥ 2 2 Ω(t) . Further iteration provides a lower bound on OR t (P k k+1 ). Let (0) (x) = x. For h ≥ 1, let (h) (x) = (h−1) (x) (h−1) (x)/2
. Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 yield OR
For a nonnegative integer h, recursively define tow(h, x), a "tower" of heigh h, as tow(h, x) = 2
We have proved the following corollary.
Since OR t (P 2 r ) = (r − 1) t + 1 (Theorem 2.1), the following corollary follows by iterating Lemma 2.2.
We next consider upper bounds on OR t (P k r ) when the target has only two or three edges. Let 2 X denote the family of all subsets of X.
Proof. We use the same technique for both inequalities. Given a coloring c :
, we will define a coloring c on E(K k n ). For J ∈ E(K k n ), let L(J) be the family of (k + 1)-sets obtained from J by adding any one element less than min J, and let R(J) be the family of (k + 1)-sets obtained from J by adding any one element greater than max J. Let L(J) = {c(Î) :Î ∈ L(J)} and R(J) = {c(Î) :Î ∈ R(J)}.
For the first inequality, let n = OR t (P k+1 k+2 ) − 1, and let c be a
. Suppose that under c there is a monochromatic copy of P k k+1 ; let I be its vertex set. Let J = I − max(I) and J = I − min(I). Since c(I) ∈ c (J) = c (J ), there exists I ∈ R(J ) such that c(I ) = c(I). Together, I and I form a monochromatic ordered copy of P k+1 k+2 under c, a contradiction. Therefore, c establishes n < OR
The proof of the second inquality is similar. Let n = OR t (P k+1 k+3 ) − 1, and let c be a R(J) ). Suppose that under c there is a monochromatic copy of P k k+1 ; let I be its vertex set. Let J = I − max(I) and
Together, the sets I − , I, I + form a monochromatic ordered copy of P k+1 k+3 under c, a contradiction. Therefore, c establishes n < OR
Proof. The first bound is simply the iteration of the first bound in Theorem 2.5. For the second bound,
We now bound the ordered Ramsey numbers for general k-uniform ordered paths.
) − 1, and let c be a P k+1 r -avoiding t-coloring of E(K k+1 n ). We define a coloring c on E(K k n ) that uses at most (r − k) t colors and is P 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.7 (with k − 1 substituted for k) and Corollary 2.6 to compute
In the next section, we apply very special cases of these results. Meanwhile, we note that it would be interesting to obtain good bounds on other ordered Ramsey numbers. For example, an ordered version of a cycle can be defined by letting the edges of C 
Separating Interval Number and Track Number
Recall from the introduction the definitions of t-interval representation, t-track representation, interval number i(G), and track number τ (G) for a graph G. We observed that always i(G) ≤ τ (G). Heldt, Knauer, and Ueckerdt [6] conjectured that the values can be arbitrarily far apart even when G is the line graph of a complete graph. Since all line graphs have interval number at most 2, it suffices to prove that the track number of the line graph of K n is bounded below by an unbounded function of n. We will prove this in the next theorem, using ordered Ramsey numbers. Meanwhile, we mention a more general conjecture; perhaps what makes the track number of L(K n ) grow needs only large chromatic number.
+ be the graph obtained from a 6-vertex path by adding an edge joining the neighbors of the endpoints. Let P be the 3-uniform ordered hypergraph obtained from P 3 6 with vertex ordering {1, . . . , 6} by adding the two triples {1, 2, 5} and {2, 5, 6}. Thus P in a sense is the "ordered line graph of P + ; the edge set of P consists of the "increasing incidences" in P + , as shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3: P + and its directed incidences.
Proof. From a t-track representation of L(K n ), we define a coloring c of E(K 3 n ). Given x, y, z ∈ [n], named so that x < y < z, let c(x, y, z) be the index of a track in which the intervals for xy and yz intersect. Since xy and yz are incident in K n , and the incidence must be represented in some track, c is well-defined. Note that the intervals for pairs not sharing an element cannot overlap in any track, because such pairs are not adjacent in L(K n ).
Since n ≥ OR t (P ), under c there is a monochromatic ordered copy of P ; let its vertices be {x 1 , . . . , x 6 } in order. For this copy the incidences indicated in Figure 3 appear in a single track. The intervals for x i x i+1 and x j x j+1 in this track must overlap when |i − j| = 1, but they must not overlap when |i − j| > 1. Hence they form a path of overlapping intervals. The interval for x 2 x 5 must intersect the intervals for x 1 x 2 and x 5 x 6 , but it must not intersect the interval for x 3 x 4 . Hence these incidences cannot be represented in a single track. The contradiction implies that L(K n ) has no t-track representation.
The technique of Conlon, Fox, and Sudakov [2] gives an upper bound on the classical t-color Ramsey number of the 3-uniform hypergraph on 6 vertices of R t (K 3 6 ) ≤ 2 2 (4+o(1))t lg t .
Corollary 3.3. τ (L(K n )) ≥ lg lg n (4+o(1)) lg lg lg n . Proof. As observed previously, OR t (P ) ≤ OR t (K 3 6 ) = R t (K 3 6 ) ≤ 2 2 (4+o(1))t lg t . If n is larger than this bound, then n > OR t (P ) and τ (L(K n )) > t. To obtain the lower bound in terms of n, we seek t such that n ≥ 2 2 (4+o(1))t lg t , yielding the claimed bound.
To better understand the actual growth of τ (L(K n )), we again use ordered Ramsey theory, taking a t-coloring of E(K 3 n ) that avoids monochromatic ordered copies of P 3 4 to build a track representation for L(K n ).
Theorem 3.4. If n < OR t (P 3 4 ), then τ (L(K n )) ≤ t + 2.
Proof. We convert a P 3 4 -avoiding t-coloring c of E(K 3 n ) into a track representation of L(K n ) with t + 2 tracks. If c({x, y, z}) = i, where x < y < z, then we call xy a left pair and yz a right pair with respect to color i. Since c is P 3 4 -avoiding, no pair xy is both a left and right pair for the same color.
For xy ∈ E(K n ) with x < y, define the interval for xy in track i as follows, where = 1/3:
